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ABSTRACT

sion critique, i la lumidre de calculs et de mesuresspectroscopiquesnouveaux. On pr6senteles rdsultats de calculs
The geometry of the galena surface and the elechonic pour le groupement PbS6l0- par la m6thode MS-Xa, par
structure of the surface region as compared to the bulk in spectroscopiephoto6lectroniquedesrayonsX pour lar€gion
PbS are discussedusing literature data, along with new cal- desvalenbes,et par spectroscopieAuger pour le soufre dans
culations and spectroscopic measurements. The latter des cristaux de galbne. Les donndesdisponibles indiquent
include calculationson a Pbs6lr cluster using the MS- un modEle qui implique trb peu ou pas de relaxation des
Xa method, valence-regionX-ray photoelectronspectraand atomes a la surface, mais par contre une diminution dans
sulfur LMM Auger spectra of galena crystals, The avail- I'6cart entre les bandes, d'environ 0.4 eV dans le volume
able evidencesuggestsa model involving little or no relax- de PbS d environ 0'l eV. Les lacunesdansles sitesPb ou
ation,of surfaceatoms but a reductionin the band gap at S pourraieqt indufue destrous dans la bande de valenceet
the surface(from -0.4 eV in the bulk to -0.1 eV). Pb dansles€tatsen liaison en-dessous
de la limite de la bande
or S vacant sites may produce holes in the valence band de conduction, respectivement.On passeen revue les 6tuand bound statesbelow the conduction-band edge,respec- des nombreusesde la r6activitd de la surface de la galbne
tively. The considerablenumber of studiesof the reactivity (orydation dansI'air a danslesmilieux aqueux)i lalumi&re
of the galenasurface(oxidation in air and inaqueousmedia) desmodblescit8. La chimiosorption i la surface de l'ory'
-are reviewed in the light of the above models. Orygen gbne, qui se comporte de fagon tr&s semblableau soufre,
chemisorption at the galena surface, in which the oxygen sembleOtreun m6canismeimportant de foxydation de la
behavesvery similarly to sulfur, appears to be an impor- gallne, en modifiant la structure €lectronique de la bande
tanl mechanism in galena oxidation, modifying the elec- des valenceset en affectant i la fois conductivitd et taux
tronic structure of the valence band at the surface and de r6action. Quoiqu'un corutersusi propos de la g6om6affecting conductivitiesand reaction rates. Although a con- trie et de la structure 6lectrodque de la surface (l@) et des
sistent picture of the geometry and electronic structure of effets importants de la non-stoechiom6trie est en train de
pour
the (100) surface of galenais emerging, and of the impor- sed6gager,descalculsplus pouss6sseront n€cessaires
tant effects causedby nomtoichiometry, further calcula- mieux comprendreces ph6nombnes.
tions involving adsorbed specieswill be neededfor a more
complete understanding.
Ctraduit par la Rddaction)
Keywords: galena, surface, electronic structure, reactivity,
nonstoichiometry, conduction-band edge, chemisorption of oxygen,mechanismof oxidation.

Mots-cVs: galbne, surface, structure €lectronique, nonstoechiomdtne,6cart desbandes6lectroniques,chimiosorption d'oxygbne, m6canismed'oxydation'

Som,rann

INTRoDUCTIoN

Les aspectsg6om6triquesde la surfacede la galdneet
la structure dlectronique de cette r6gion, en comparaison
despropri6t6sglobalesdu PbS, font I'objet d'une discus-

Galena, the major ore mineral of lead, has been
extensively itudied with regards to electronic structure because of its importance €rs a detector of
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infrared radiation. There have also been extensive
studies of its solution chemistry becauseof the
importance of hydrometallurgical processing,and of
surfacealteration effectsbecauseof relevanceto flotation methodsof mineral extraction.However, little attempt has beenmade to examinethe relationship betweenelectronic structure and the surface
propertiesof galena.It is, therefore, timely to consider the propertiesof galenathat dependon surface behaviorin the light of the most recentmodels
of its electronicstnrcture.
In this paper, experimental and theoretical evidencefor the arrangementof atoms at the surface
of galena, and for the electronicstructure of PbS
in bulk and at the surface,is presentedand drscusse.d.
Experimentaldata on the reactivify of the galenasurface exposedto oxidation in air and aqueousmedia
are briefly reviewedand discussedin the light of current views on electronic structure. The aim is to
present preliminary observationson this complex
topic and to emphasizethe importance of a unified
approach.

GEoMETRYoF TlrE Suuace or Gatnue
Galenahas the cubic rocksalt structure, with Pb
in perfect octahedralco-ordinationto S. It has also
perfect cubic cleavage{100}, along the planesthat
break the smallestnumber of cation-anion bonds.
It can, therefore,be assumed(asa first approximation) that the crystallographicsurfaceof galenamost
likely to be exposedto attack is this (100) surface
(or the equivalents).A simplemodel of this surface
is shownin Figure l, basedon the work of Henrich
(1983). Here the surface cations have S-fold coordination [whereasfor (110)and (1I l) surfacesthe
cation co-ordination is 4- and 3-fold, respectivelyl.
In presentingthis model of the perfect surface of
galena,we have assumedno relaxation of the surface atoms. On the basisof experimentalevidence
(Kahn 1983),this appearsreasonablefor the more
"ionic" sulfides,but not for more covalentspecies,
such as ZnS (Duke 1983a).
We can also explainthe lack of relaxationin PbS
comparedto the substantialrelaxation observedin

[oro]

FIc' l. Model of the galena(100) surface(after Henrich 1983).Large circlesare S anions, and small circlesare Pb
cations.A { 100} stepto another(100)terraceis shown, as are both missinganion and missingcation point-defects.
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ZnS @uke 1983b)usine qualitative molecular-orbital
(MO) theory. In a covalent II-VI compound such
as ZnS, the (110) surface is reconstructedwith a
movementof the Zn atoms inward (toward the bulk)
and the S atomsoutward. Harrison (1976,1980)has
explained this in terms of a conversion of halfoccupieddangling-bondhybrid orbitals atboth Zn
and S on the reconstructedsurfaceto a combination
of a fully occupiedbond-orbital on S and an unoccupied orbital on Zn for the reconstructedsurface.
The reconstructionstabilizs theorbital at S and converts it from sl to s in type whereasthe Zn orbital
is destabilizedand convertedfrom sp: to spz. 4n
equivalent description within the delocalizedMO
approachwould relate the Zn site to a Gvalenceelectron AB3 species,expectedto be planar as in BH3,
and the S site to a 8-valenceelectronAB, species,
expectedto be pyramidal as in NH3 (Burdett 1980,
Tossell1984).The deereeofdistortion will be depen-

20

dent upon the changein energyof the surfaceorbital upon distortion in the angle B-A-8. This will
dependpartly upon the differencein electronegativity
of the group-Il and group-Vl atoms, with a smaller
electronegativitydifference giving a larger degreeof
distortion from the urueconstructedgeometry. Thus
ZnS suffers a larger reconstruction than ZnO. This
simple qualitative model is consistentwith the results
of accuratequantum-mechanicalcalculations(Swarts
et al. 1980), which show for the GaAs surface a
reconstructionthat givesa geometrymuch like that
of the correspondingtrihydrides GaH, and AsHr.
An important aspectof this distortion is the stabilization of the A-centred highest occupiedmolecularorbital (HOMO) of the electron-rich 8-electronAB,
speciesby mixing with orbitals on B. If a geometrical reconstructionofthe surfaceis unableto give this
stabilization, then reconstructionwill not be favored.
For a sulfide with the rocksalt structure. we can con-

ro

o

Binding Energy(eV)
FIc. 2, X-ray photoelectron(XPS) spectrumof PbS obtainedin the presentstudy'
Data were obtained from a natural crystal using a Kratos XSAM 800 instrument
and Mgl(a as the exciting radiatron.
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- l0-s Torr. In line with the work of previous
authors, the peak labeled I at the top of the valence
band is interpreted to arise essentially from sulfur
p orbital nonbonding molecular-orbitals.Below these
lie the main 6eading-orbitalsof the system,which
are chiefly lead 6slsulfur 3p in character (peak 2);
peak 3 representssulfur 3s orbitals not involved in
bonding. The intense(double) peak below this arises
from the l*d 5d orbitals.
In the presentstudy, a calculationhas beenperformed on a PbS6-10
clusterunit using the MS-Xa
method. This method, which has beenappliedto a
variety of metal sulfide systems, has been well
described with regards to general principles (Johnson 1973,Slater 1974)and applicationsto mineral
systems(Vaughan et al. 1974, Sherman 1985). It
involves selectinga "molecular" cluster unit (in this
casePb2+ surrounded by six Sz- at the sorners of
an octahedron); the space within and around the
cluster then is geometrically partitioned into atomic
sphereregionscentredon tJremetal and anion nuclei,
enclosedwithin an outer sphere,beyond which is an
extramolecular region. Within the outer spherebut
between atomic sphere regions is the interatomic
region. The electrostatic potential of the remaining
atoms in the crystal lattice is approximated by a
sphericalshellof positive charge(the Watson Sphere)
passing through the anion nuclei. The potential
energyin the various regionsis evaluatedelectrostatically and then used to solve numerically the oneelectron Schrddinger equation in each region. The
resulting wave-functions and their first derivatives
are joined continuously through the various regions
using multiple-scattered-wave theory. From this
result, the spatial distribution of electron density is
calculated and used to generatea new potential for
the next iteration. The entire procedureis repeated
until self-consistenry is attained; the result is a set
of one-electronmolecular orbitals characterizedby
their energiesand distributions of electron density.
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure
ELEcTRoNIcSTRUC"TURE
oF BULK PbS
3 as an energy-leveldiagram. Here, molecular orbitals of the PbSrto-cluster are labeled 4ssslding to
The electronic structure of PbS in the bulk has the irreducible representationsof the 01 symmetry
beenstudiedusing a wide rangeof experimentaltech- group under which they transform. The (completely
niques and theoretical models. Optical spectrawere filled) lead 5d orbitals are calculatedto lie -21 eV
reported by Cardona & Greenaway (1964) and below the valenceband, in good agreementwith the
Schoolar& Dixon (1965),and high-resolutionX-ray results of XPS studies.The orbitals with eigenvalues
photoelectron spectra (XPS, which involves meas- around -12 eV are essentiallyS 3s nonbonding orbiuring the kinetic energiesof electronsejectedby bom- tals. The main bonding-orbitals of the systemwith
barding with monoenergeticX-rays), by McFeely e/ appreciable lead and sulfur character are the
al. (1973).The theory and experimental methods of v1g,t6,t2gand eu orbitals, which lie direclly above
XPS havebeenextensivelyreviewedelsewhere(e.9., these in energy. At the top of the valence band lie
Feuerbacheret al.1978, Urch 1985).The XPS data a group of orbitals of t2u, t1oand tk symmetry,
obtained in the present study are shown in Figure closelyspacedin energy,that are essentiallyS 3p non2. A Kratos XSAM 800 ESCA-Auger spectrometer bonding orbitals, with relativelylittle metallic characwas employed with Mg/fd as the exciting radiation. ter. However, the topmost filled orbital is antibondThe pressureinside the experimental chamber was ing and doeshaveappreciablelead (Pb 6s)character.

sider the geometry of S on the unreconstructed surface to be Doo square pyramidal and consider the
effect of moving the S inward to produce a Duo
trigonal bipyramid. Assuming a charge separation
of M+S-, f.e., converting the dangling bondelectrons on M and S into an empty orbital on M
and a bond pair on S (as for ZnS above), we obtain
the analogue of a l2-electron AH, species at S.
However, such l2-electron AH5 speciesare expected
on qualitative MO grounds to be most stable in
square-pyramidal geometries (Burdett 1980, p.
lGl02). Thus covalentorbital mixing-factorsdo not
favor reconstruction of the (100) surfaces of compounds having the NaCl structure, consistent with
the lack of surfacereconstructionin PbS.
The surface of the real material would contain
numerousdet'ect-sites
and could neverbe modelled
in detail. However, fts simplest defects, namely
those arising from removal of S or Pb atoms, can
be considered. Removal of such surface atoms
t'roduces changes,for examplein co-orr{ination and
in the screeningbetweencations, and in transfer of
electrons to retain charge neutrality. A surface
vacancy in an S site createsa symmetrical cluster of
four four-fold co-ordinated cations in the surface
plane below. A surface vacancy in a Pb site creates
a symmetrical cluster of four sulfur anions in fourfold co-ordination to Pb and one again in five-fold
co-ordination in the plane below (both kinds of
defectsare shown in Fig. l).
Surface steps would be expectedon cleaved surfaces of galena, and the most stable type would be
a { 100} stepon the (l@) surfaceas shownin Figure
1. The geometryof cationson the stepedgesis different from that on the perfect surface or at point
defects.All step-edgecations have four-fold S coordination, but unlike the four-fold cations surrounding an S-vacancy,they are still well-screened
from other cations. Similarly, of course,all step-edge
anions are 4-co-ordinate.

REACTIVITY OF THE SURFACE OF GALENA

Ihe empty orbitals above this in energy (of th, t2s
and a6 symmetry) are antibonding orbitals witli
appreciable lead and sulfur character. The neglect
of relativistic effects in this calculation leadsto exaggeration of the separationbetweenthe topmost filled
orbital and remaining filled orbitals, and of the
stabilization of the Pb 5d levels. Relativistic effects
can be estimated from calculations on the free lead
atom, data for which are shown in Table l. These
will stabilize the a1n highest occupied MO
(predominantlyPb 6s in character)by about 2.86 eV,
bringing it close to the es and t"-character
occupied levels.
The t2* and eu levels of Pb 5d
will be
s1alilizedby about 4.1 eV.
Further improvement in the correspondence
between calculated and measured energy-levelsis
achievedby making useof the transition-stateprocedure (Slater 1974'),n which an electronic configuration halfway betweenthe initial and final statesis
iterated to self-consistency. When this procedure,
which takes into account any orbital relaxation that
occursduring the transition, is utilized, the effect is
to insreasethe relative ionization-potentialsof highly
contracted levels, such as the metal d levels, compared to less localized levels, such as the ligand p
levels. Takingtlese considerationsinto account, the
resultsof this calculation are generallyin good agreement \yith the data from XPS studiesoutlined above.
Amongst other calculationsof tle electronicstructure of PbS in bulk can be mentioned the bandstructure calculations of Herman et al. (1968) and
of Tung & Cohen (1969),which are basedon the
OPW method, and the larger MS-Xcl cluster calculations of Hemstreet(1975).The overall electronic
structure of bulk PbS based on these calculations
(and on experimental data) is illustrated in Ficure
4. It again showsthat in PbS, a topmost (filled) band
in the valence region is dominantly S 3p nonbonding in character and lies above a band comprised of
the main bonding-orbitals of the system,with Pb 6sS 3p character.More deeplyburied are the nonbonding S 3s levels and (at -20 eV binding energy) the
Pb 5d orbitals. A gap of around 0.4 eV separates
the top of the valence band from the conduction
band of largely Pb 6s - S 3p antibonding character.
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calculatedfor a
Frc. 3, Molecularorbital energyJevels
PbS6l0-clusterusingthe MS-Xa method.Molecular
represenorbiUlsarelabeled4ssoldingto theirreducible
tations of the 01 symmetrygroup with filled orbital
lines.
shownassolidlines,emptyasdashed
energy-levels

Auger electron $pectroscopyis one of the most
widely employed spectroscopicmethods in surface
studies(e.g., Carlson 1975,Lichtman et 41. l98l).
It involves the decay of an initial core-orbital hole
(formed by X-ray bombardment) by a processin
which a higher-energy electron drops into the core
hole, and tle resultant energy, rather than being
emitted as X-rays (as in X-ray emission spectroscopy), is transferred to a secondhigher-energy
electron, the Auger electron, which is ejected.In the
presentwork, the S"ry Auger spectraof cleansurfacesof galenahave been examined. In Figure 5 are
shown the differentiated $pectrum and a computer
fit of three peaks of the undifferentiated spectrum,
at kinetic energiesof 140, 145,2 and 145.9 eV'
respectively. The widths and normalized intensities
of these features are also given in Figure 5. Comparison with the X-ray photoelectron spectrum@ig.
2) and the rqults of calculations describedand illustrated above (Figs. 3, 4) suggestthat the peaks at
Er,BcrnoNrc Srnucn-lns op PbS Sunracss
L49.5, 145.2 arLd140eV arisefrom the sulfur 3p nonSeveralspectroscopicstudieshavebeenundertaken bonding orbitals, lead 6s - sulfur 3p bonding orbi
that provide information on the electronic structure tals and the dominantly sulfur 3s nonbonding orbiof a "clean" cleavage-surface
of FbS. Grandke & tals, respectively.
In his review of transition-metal-oxide surfaces,
Cardona (1980)studiedthe UV photoemissionof a
(lfr)) surface of both n- and p-type PbS, and Henrich (1983)noted, on the basisof experimental
Grandke et al. (1979) used angle-resolvedUV pho- evidenceand calculations, that the electronic structoemission to study temperature effects on the ture of five-fo16 se-qldinnted surfacecations is very
valence-bandlevelsin PbS. Both UV and soft X-ray similar to that of bulk cations in SrTiO, and TiOr.
photoemission were used 1o examine core and Comparison of the spectroscopic evidence noted
valence-band spectra by Hagstrdm & Fahlrnan above with calculations of the electronic structure
(l978).
of bulk PbS also suggeststhat the changesare small.
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TABLE I. RSLATMSTIC

EFFECTS ON THE ATOMIC ORBITAL ENERCIES
OF THE FREE LEAD ATOM

Pb Atomlc orbltd

Relatlvbtlc
(av*age)b

NoreLativlstic€

98.33
tt32

5p
!
6s

a

Daia lrom Men (1967).

b.

Datslrom

5.17
Jr.0t
2.46

103.50
4.24
t5.37

Dsdaux(1973).

However,calculationsbyTstkadaet oL (1983)using
the DV-Xa clustermethod to model the electronic
sxructureof the surfaceof MgO (a phaseisostructural with PbS) did show somesignificant differences
(seeFig. 6). Compared with an (MgOo)ttr cluster
usedto modelthe electronicstructureof bulk MgO,
the five-co-ordinate surface-speciescluster (MgOr)sshowedthe (full) valence-regionlevels QareelyO 2p
in character) to be shifted to higher energyand substantial shifts to occur in the (argely Mg 3s, 3p)
empty levels,which overlie them. The remarkable
lowering of the llu, level can be explainedby the
distortion due to the surface field. Becauseof the
field normal to the surface,the Mg 3s and 3p orbitals are admixed to form the (3s + 3p)-like llu,
level and the (3s-3pJJike l2ut levels. Since the
potential decreases
toward vacuum, the energyof tJre

llu, level is considerably depressed,and that of
12u,,raised.The effect is, therefore,to substantially
reduce (by -2 eV) the gap between highest-energy
filled and lowest-energyempty levels. This prediction for the electronicstructure of a cleanMgO (100)
surface is supported by experimental evidencefrom
spectroscopy(seeTsukada et al.
electron-energy-loss
1983).
By analogyof the work done on MgO (100)surfaces,the electronicstructureofthe perfect PbS (100)
surfacemight be expectedto show similar differences
to that of the bulk. Hencethe dominantly Pb 6s,6p
conduction levelswould be expectedto be lowered
in energyrelativeto the top ofthe valenceband, leading to a reduction of the band gap. This is also in
accordancewith arguments put forward by Levine
& Mark (1960 on electrostatic grounds, which
predict a narrowing of the gap at the surfacein such
compounds.
Experimental evidencebearing on differences in
the electronicstructure of bulk and (100) surfaces
of PbS is provided by Grandke & Cardona (1980).
From the study of the binding energiesof core levels
using UV photoemissionspectroscopy,they have
suggesteda reduction in the band gap from 0.4 eV
in the bulk to less than 0.1 eV at the surface for
freshly cleaved specimens examined in vacuum.
Theseauthors also observedchangesin the spectra
of PbS held under vacuum for 3 hours; they
attributed thesechangesto the developmentof a sur-
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FIG, 4. Electronic structure models for galena: (a) simplistic band-structure representationbasedon spectroscopicdata;
(b) molecular orbital energy-levelscalculated for a SPb6S12Pbscluster using the MS-Xa method (after Hemstreet
1975)and with features from the X-ray photoelectron spectrum of PbS superimposed;(c) band-structure model for
PbS calculatedby the OPW method (after Tung & Cohen 1969).
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Frc. 5, Sulfur LMM Auger electron spectra of PbS obtained from a natural specimenof high purity: (a) differentiated
spectmm; (b) undifferentiated spectrum showing computer fit of the data points (dashes)to three-componentpeaks
(dots) at 140, 145.2 and 149.5 eV, respectively. Data were obtained using a Kratos XSAM 800 instrument.
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(at lower temperatures) and in aqueous media is
PbSO4(Steger& Desjardins 1980,Manocha & Park
197). Thereis evidence,however,that the initial step
of oxidation may differ from the rrajor step and
involve the formation of PbO and S. Manocha &
Park (1977)concludedthat lead-rich sulfidesinitially
undergo oxidation of Pb and PbO through
chemisorption of oxygen (followed by slow adsorption of hydroryl ions from the atmosphericenvironment). As also found in the work of Eadington &
u,
tll
Prosser(1969),oxidation was initially much slower
ztll
in lead-rich samplesthan in sulfur-rich samplesof
galena.
In the X-ray and UV photoelectron spectroscopic
studiesof Evans & Raftery (1982),involving both
reactive oxygen speciesand normal air as media, it
was concluded that oxygen atoms attack (100) surfaces of galena at Pb and probably also at S sites
(and not only at defects).PbO speciesthen form,
whilst substantial quantities of S are lost from the
Ftc. 6, Energylevelsfor MgO6l0-and MgOrs-clusters surface,but someelementalS remainstrapped at the
from DV-Xa calculations(after Tsukadaet al. 1983). interface betweenthe PbS and its oxidation products.
Sulfate speciesare also formed, and the sulfate and
oxide coexist in an unstructured layer (which may
also contain other speciessuch as hydroxide). Oxiface showing z-type conduction, in turn attributed dation in air was found to give similar products, but
to loss of sulfur from the surface and a resulting at much slower rates of reaction. There was no eviexcessof lead atoms.
{ence for thiosulfate formation under any ofthe conWith regardsto the more complexquestionsof the ,ditions studied.
electronic structure associatedwith defects, and in
Buckley & Woods (1984a,b) used X-ray photoparticular with Pb or S vacant sites, the calculations electron spectroscopy to study the oxidation of
of Hemstreet(1975)provide some information of galena and also reviewed some of the earlier specrelevance.In the caseof a lead vacancy,eachvacancy troscopic studiesof galenaoxidation. As well as conproduces two holes in the valence band, producing firming that lead sulfate is the product of exposure
ap-type,sample;there appearsto be no localization of galena to air for extended periods, they noted
of chargeabout the vacancy site. A sulfur vacancy, other changesduring the first few days of exposure.
accordingto the work of Hemstreet(1975),produces It was proposedthat air-oxidation results initially in
a bound statebelow the conduction-bandedge,the lead becoming concentratedat the surface, where it
two electrons associated with the sulfur vacancy is present as lead oxide and hydroxide (and subsebeing localized to within a lattice constant or so of quently as carbonate,basicsulfate and sulfate). Forthe defect site.
mation of the oxides, it was concluded, must be
associatedwith the developmentof a metal-deficient
layer
of lead sulfide.
REACTWITYoF THE GersNa Sunracs
In their detailed study of the oxidation of PbS in
A large number of studies of reactions at the sur- aqueousmedia, Eadington & Prosser (1969)proface of galenahas beenundertaken.most notabry posedan electrochernicalmodel for the oxidation of
of oxidation in air and in aqueous media, because galenain aqueoussuspensions,witl anodic reaction
of its relevanceto extraction methods involving flo- of the lead sulfide:
tation and leaching.The resultsofthese studiesare
PbS-Pt/*+S+2esummarizedin Table2; the discrepanciesarisepartly
from the problems of accuratelycharacterizingsmall and a corresponding catlodic reaction
quantities of surfacespecies(particularly in the early
work) and possible variability of the stoichiometry
o'2+2H2O+4r-4OHof the galena.
However,.particularly bearing in mind the greater
This pair of reactionswasdeterminedasthe major
sensitivity of the modern methods of surface analy- step in the reaction and was precededby an inducsis, certain conclusionscan be drawn. The first is that tion period, during which oxygen is rapidly
the major product of the oxidation of galena in air chemisorbedfrom solution, with transfer of electrons

E
b

iffiF
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TABLE2. STUDIES
OFPbs
ONTHEOXIDATION
Oxidation

Method of

ConditioE

Products

Cheacteriation

Air;200"C

Pbso4

Elctron

Air

PbO+S

Medium

ild

Relerence

Haglhaa (1952)

Ditfraction

Moist Air

Pbs2o3.Pbo

Air; 100-400eC

Pb5O4

Air;400nc

Pbso4.Pbo

Air

Pb5O4+ Pb5O3+ Pb54O6

Infr&ed

Air

PbS2o3

lnfrded

Acid aquru

S + PbSO,.

Neutral aqu@6

S + PbSOr

Alkaline aqus6
Air ad aqusu
media (varying pH)
Neutral or Alkaline
aqu@u

Chemical

I

i
I

+ X-ray

Vet chemi€l

I

analysis

I

PbS:Oe+ PbSorr
+ Pb5+o6lI
-Pbso,,
: - - - .+. . . .
I
mlrcr ) rrurrary;
I
Pb-rlchPbsglvessomePbo.l

Reuter &
Stein (19J7)
crenler (1962)
Pot.ing&
Leja (1963)
Eadinglon &
Prosr (1969)

xPs

Milocha &
Pak (1977)

E!<trchemicl

G{dner d(
V@ds (1979)

Vet chemi@l

Steger &

ilalysis

Desjudins (1980)
Brion (1980)

.n,*"o"r.
Ll"o"l"tr"
from the 5)

Pbso4

Moist air
Air
Reactivs oxygen
(alo air)
Air (ambient temp.
ed humidity)
Air-sturated
actic

acld

Aqu6us
[+H2o)

Arcdic oxidation

Pbso4
Pbo+S
1
+ Pbso4 I
Initially Pbo, Pb(oH)2
i
thenPbCo3rPbSo4rPbsQ4
|
UltimatelyPbso4
I

xPs
xP5
xP5

Buckley a(
V@ds (1984a'b)

:'ifffi;ffi;::"'

xP5

Buckley &
W@ds(i-984a.b)

Initiauy Pbt_xs

xPs

Buckley &
wods (1984a,b)

Initialy

Electrochemical

Buckley et al.
(198r)

1
[+H2O2 decompositionI
elemental Sl PbSo4, Minor
I
elements conc. at suria@ .l
Pbl-xs
1
At low pH lead hydroxide
i
- elemental S od S{xygen
I
speqs

from the PbS. In the overall reaction described
above, transfer of electrons from the PbS leaves
(positive)holes;this also correspondsto the breaking of a Pb-S bond and resultsin S remainingat the
surface,with Pb2+ going into $olution. It can also
be regardedas developmentof ap-type surfaceon
the galena. The subsequentreactions leading to the
final products of oxidation Clable 2) dependon the
pH of the solution, with major sulfur plus sulfate
under acid conditions, sulfate and some sulfur at
neutral pH, and formation of thiosulfates under
alkaline condition$.
Eadington &Prosser (1969)also studiedthe effects
of varying extent of nonstoichiometry on the aqueous oxidation of PbS and the action of light on reas-
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tion rates. The oxidation of sulfur-rich galena was
found to take placemore rapidly than that of leadrich samples,which was in turn a more rapid reaction than for stoichiometric PbS. Visible light had
the effect of reducing the steady rate of oxidation
but had no effect on the induction period or products
of reaction. The leaching of galena by nitric acid,
on the other hand (Eadington 1973),was enhanced
during the initial stagesby the action of UV-visible
light.
Studiesof chemisorption, particularly of oxygen,
on the surface of PbS are clearly of interest with
regards to an understanding of surface reactivity.
Hagstrdm & Fahlman (1978)studied the interaction
of oxygenwith the lead chalcogenidesusing UV and
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X-ray photoelectronspectroscopy.They proposed
that oxygen exposedin moderate amounts (as 02
gas)to the PbS surfaceinteractedonly weakly with
that surface, being "physisorbed" rather than
chemisorbed.They further suggesteda relationship
betweensurfacereactivity and the "ionicity" of the
material, with the most ionic phase@bS) showing
the least reactivity, and PbSe and PbTe surfaces
being successively
more reactive.
Grandke & Cardona (1980), in their UVphotoelectronstudiesof the position of the Fermi
level at the (100) surface of z- and p-type PbS,
claimedto have a more sensitivetechniquefor determining changesin surface chemistry than that used
by Hagstrdm & Fahlman (1978).They interpreted
measuredshifts in the Fermi level as due to oxygen
atoms occupying vacanciesin the surface layer left
by evaporationof sulfur atoms, a processthat occurs
under vacuum and leadsto a\ n-tpe surface. These
oxygen atoms, therefore, restore the surface to a
quasi-stoichiometricstate and appearto be about as
tightly bound as the sulfur atoms at the surface.

DtscussroN
It has beensuggestedherethat the surfacegeometry of a cleavagefaceof PbS can, for an ideal crystal, be modeledin a simpleway without recourseto
deformationof the surfaceatomsdue to relaxation.
The predominantly occuring S-fold co-ordination site
would neverthelesslead to a reduction in the band
gap at the surfaceof the galena;this is supported
by experimental evidence (Grandke & Cardona
1980),evidencethat also lends support to this simple generalmodel of surfacegeometry.
Oxidation studies,both in air and in aqueoussolution, provide evidencefor the ocsurrenceof oxygen
chemisorption onto the surface of galena. Spectroscopic evidencesuggeststhat oxygenat the surface behaves very similarly to sulfur (Grandke &
Cardona 1980). The transfer of electrons, which
would be associatedwith oxygen chemisorption,
should generatepositive holes in the valenceband
(i.e., plrpe conductionand, hence,ap-type surface).
Calculations (Hemstreet 1975) suggestthat these
holes are delocalizedand would enhanceconductivities, and therefore reaction rates, in the essentially
electrochemicalprocessof oxidation in aqueoussolution. This delocalizationalso accountsfor the more
rapid rate ofreaction for S-rich galenaobservedin
experimentalsystems@adington & Prosser1969).
The sulfur vacanciespresentat the surfaceof Pbrich galena apparently produce localized electronstates(Hemstreet1975)not conduciveto rapid rates
of reaction.Presumablythe vacant siteswould also
becomeoccupiedby oxygenchemisorbedinto them
and thereby approach the more stable quasi-

stoichiometric condition (and also the least reactive
state).
The action of visible light on the systemwould
cause a changein the electron-hole distribution,
which may also be akin to producing a quasistoichiometriccondition (Eadineton& Prosser1969),
and henceits effect in slowing down the oxidation
reaction. The oppositeeffect, that of enhancingreactivities, which was observedin the leaching of illuminated lead sulfide with nitric acid @adington
1973),must again arise from changesin the electronhole distribution in the valence-bandregion.
Thus a consistentpicture is emergingof the geometry and electronicstructureof the (100)surfaceof
galenaand of the overall effectsproducedby nonstoichiometry.Certain of the controls influencing the
nature and rate of surface oxidatiron are evident. A
more completepicture will dependupon further calculations involving distorted clusters and absorbed
species.
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